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Proposed Citywide Amendment - Major Amendment Package H

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission on Major Amendment Package H restricting
townhouses from single-home areas.

The Property Council does not support this amendment and is calling on Brisbane City Council
(BCC) to abandon this package of amendments for the reasons outlined in this submission.

The challenge

The ShopingSEQSouth EastQueensland RegionalPlan 2017 sets a target for BCC of 188,200 new
dwellings of which 940/o arc to be delivered within existing urban areas by 2041. This comes at a
time when new house dwellings in Brisbane have remained relatively stable and higher density
dwelling types have made a major contribution to meeting dwelling targets, particularly in inner
Brisbane.

With traditional housing approvals likely to decline over the coming years and a stronger reliance
placed on higher density housing, multiple dwelling developments in low-density residential areas
will provide much needed supply and diversity of housing.

Housing supply goes to the core of housing affordability. Therefore, locking up key areas of
Brisbane will ultimately place pressure on housing affordability, and for example, push key workers
to the fringes of the City.

Addressing community concerns

ln our view, the issues being raised by the community can largely be addressed through design
related controls coupled with continuing dialogue with the community about the need to provide
a range of housing types and affordability across Brisbane, complemented with neighbourhood
plan reviews.

We acknowledge that some of the negative feedback on poorly delivered townhouse projects is
valid. However, the solution to this issue is to improve design controls to guarantee better design
quality, and carefully review the locations where townhouses can be developed, not just ban
town houses a ltogether.

It is also important to note that while this amendment is being proposed as a result of Brisbane's
Future Blueprint, it is being progressed ahead of action 2 - Create and implement a housing strategy
to ensure supply f9r people at every stage of life, contained in principle 8 Give people more choice
when it comes to housing.
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At the very least it would be logical to delay the introduction of this amendment until the housing

strategy is formulated and community consultation progressed.

What are the potential consequences?

The proposed ban on townhouses and apartments in low density residential areas in BCC is likely

to result in increased pressure on the housing market and less diverse and liveable housing in high-

demand areas of Brisbane. Urbis, on behalf of the Property Council has carried out a review of the
potential consequences of the townhouse ban and has identified the following key findings:

.Eliminating townhouse and apartment development in single family
areas will effectively shut out some portions of the housing market from
these areas because of lack of supply diversity, reducing liveability for
members of the community.Livea bility

.Townhouses and apartments help encourage housing diversity and
affordability, especially in high amenity, attractive neighbourhoods
where young homebuyers or downsizing retirees could not otherwise
afford to buy.Diversity

.Townhouses and apartments represent a more affordable dwelling type
in BCC, with a median price $225,000 lower than the median house
price in 2079. By removing the provision of these dwelling types,
housing affordabilitywill fall in these high demand residential areas.Affordability

.A review of low-density residential zoned land in BCC found app
l-88,000 sq.m of undeveloped land that currently meet the requirements
for medium density housing. This land has the potential to accommodate
up to 7 23 medium-density dwellings, or 145 dwellings per year if absorbed
over the next five years. This is a conseryative estimate that does not take
into account currently developed adjoining sites that could be consolidated
into sites over 3,000 sq.m to meet the re
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Big Economic lmpacts

The consequences of the amendment extend to the economy with modelling showing the
following economic impacts:

Reduced delivery of housing would result ln 322
fewer direct and indirect jobs each year

$
$a7 million per annum of potential gross value
lost for the Queensland economy

As evidenced through this submission the consequences of this amendment can not be ignored,
and therefore the Property Council is recommending the amendment be abandoned. We need to
plan for the growth of Brisbane over the long term. Short term policy responses such as this
amendment will ultimately lead to a range of consequences for our community that are not in the
public interest.

lf you have any questions or would like to discuss this further, please do not hesitate to contact me
on cmountford@propertycouncil.com.au or 07 3225 3000.

Yours rely,

ris Mountford
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Queensland Executive Director




